Tennis Meeting Friday 4th May 2018
James expressed concern that running Kids red orange green every day results in diluted uptake.
It was therefore agreed that we would only add Rocco drop in sessions to clubspark when no kids pre pay was
on offer ( i.e not on tues/thurs/saturdy).agreed.Review numbers/uptake August.
Rocco - please check that you are adding numbers of turn up participants correctly, so August review is
meaningful. Check with James if not sure. ( James queried whether this was being added correctly currently).
Fridays- agreed in principle that coaches can be allowed 2 courts 6-7pm, thus making it a non-peak hour. No
further mid-week exemptions approved.
Saturday: 11-1 clash. Discussed.
Resolved- coaches will update program timetable together and resubmit for TC final approval.
Privates: balance 50/50 not considered fair given Rocco established lists, but also acknowledge that CF need to
be able to offer in order to ‘pay back’ for coaching sessions input. Rocco and James have agreed specific hourly
split daily, to ensure no over-use, and will add this to the program to be submitted. Changes can be agreed
between coaches if they have client cancellations etc to ensure maximum court availability for all, without
breaking the agreed peak/off peak coaching limits.
Notice board - agreed 1 notice for all coaching offered, and only under the VENUE name. Only to offer an email
reference onto clubspark, and lta site - not to court fit or to rocco. Coaches can only display their personal contact
details under their photos/ photos of coaches. Coaches will update their photo sheets, and prepare a generic
poster for coaching offer, as per above.
Banners on courts - not trademarks - courtfit, pirates etc. Where to put banners? What colours used on banners?
Discussed blocking view to pavilion so can’t see if open, and also Rocco says hard to see ball when background
is white. Kate to contact LTA Sarah to check dimension, wording, placement.
Discussed Alex booking courts. Must stop. Same for Raymond. Rocco will talk to Alex, and we will have to keep
a watchful eye for illicit coaching by Raymond.
Holiday camps: separate meeting. James/ Rocco to review and proposal. TBC sharing, but let coaches decide
and put proposal forward.
Everyone agreed these regular meetings helpful, and that coaches should keep lines of communication opened
established through a quickly weekly, if possible, debrief to ensure best use of courts between them i.e when
bookings are insufficient to maintain class offer, or when coaching not possible due to absence/ leave, or
insufficient coaching LTA level to coach to appropriate standard LTA guidelines.
James - after meeting James requested that TC review whether if on the day there are still free courts (such as a
6pm or Sat afternoon) would it make sense that the coaches can book so the court isn't left unused? There have
been multiple times in March and April where we have been coaching completely alone on 3 courts from 5-7pm
(may also be that courts have been booked but people not showing up) Probably not going to happen in the next
few months but will be reviewed.
Look forward to getting revised timetable and hope everyone now happy. On receipt of program, with TC
approval, we can then sign renewed contracts if everyone happy to do so.

